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I. INTRODUCTION

The work function * is the energy barrier that electrons in a solid must

overcome to escape into a vacuum. For cathode devices, work function is both

a measure of the surface dipole configuration and the emissivity of the
1

cathode surface through the use of the Richardson-Dushman equation. In this

report, the development of a technique to perform spatially resolved * mea-
surements on dispenser cathodes by means of the scanning electron beam and

cylindrical energy analyzer associated with a scanning Auger microprobe (SAM)

is outlined.

1W. Nottingham, Thermionic Emission, Report 321, MIT Research Laboratory of
Electronic Technology, Cambridge, Mass. (1956).
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II. WORK-FUNCTION MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

The method selected to perform work-function measurements is based on the

shifts in the onset of secondary electron emission and has been used pre-

viously in conjunction with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measure-

ments. 2 ,3 This method is more compatible with the existing SAM analyzer con-

figuration than a retarding beam method.4  The present method is illustrated

in Fig. 1, which reveals an idealized emitter surface with patches of

different work functions 1 and *2" At any point on the sample, the emitter

work-function value 0e represents the local barrier height that must be

surmounted by electrons. An applied accelerating voltage V separates the
Fermi level E e from the collector Fermi level EC by an energy eV

emitter FF b n 0v

Because an incident kilovolt electron beam impinges onto the surface, the

emitter Fermi electron sea is disturbed from thermal equilibrium. As a

result, electrons that have an energy higher than the local barrier can escape

into the vacuum, resulting in a secondary electron emission spectrum that

covers a broad range of energies. This resultant N(E) versus E curve is

schematically shown in Fig. 1c. In this curve, the onset of the secondary

electron spectrum, i.e., the lowest kinetic energy electrons collected, has a

very specific energy: collector kinetic energy minimum = ( e - c ) + eVo0

where * is the collector work-function value. Thus, with distinct patchesc

on the emitter, *1 and *2' the secondary electron spectrum from these

different spatial points will have distinctly different onsets separated by

a A f2 - In this manner, the work function of an inhomogeneous surface

can be mapped relative to any fixed reference value by the measurement of

differences in the onset of the secondary electron emission spectrum.

An accelerating potential V0 , supplied by an external grid, shifts the

entire secondary electron spectrum to a higher energy region in which the

3S. Evans, Chem. Phys. Lett. 23 (1), 134 (1973).
3P. Ascarelli and G. Missoni, J. Electron. Spectroscopy Related Phenom. 5, 417
(1974).
G. A. Haas and R. E. Thomas, Surf. Sci. 4 (1), 64 (1966).
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analyzer has a better gain performance. In addition, the high applied field

reduices the effect of lateral patch fields associated with the surface *
difFerences. The work function is then determined with the use of a threshold

level on the secondary electron spectrum labeled Nth, as illustrated in

Fig. Ic. Theoretically, the onset should be very sharp, 5 but measured

signals characteristically show a sloping rise in the onset region, the slope

being dependent on the electron excitation process in a given solid.
6

However, if the threshold level Nth that is selected is low compared to the

collected signal maKimum, the work-function difference is then AO - eAV,

where AV is the voltage difference between the two curves when N(E) = Nth*

For the production of a work-function map, the energy analyzer is set to

scan within a given *dE I of a preset E l value. If the region addressed by the

electron beam has a secondary electron emission spectrum which results in an

N(E) signal level that will coincide with the Nth level, a bright dot is

recorded on a screen. Otherwise, the field remains dark, indicating surface

regions with either higher or lower work function. A two-dimensional contour,

which is a band *dE1 about a fixed value of 0, is then mapped by this bright

dot pattern. By changing the E l level to a new value E'l, a second contour

band can be generated. The superposition of the set of contour bands, each

representing a small -kdE1 about a given * value, results in the total

spatially resolved work-function distribution of the surface. Because these

maps indicate only differences in work function, an absolute value can be

obtained after calibration with a surface of known work function.

The primary limitation of the use of the secondary electron onset is that

it cannot be used for samples where thermonic emission is large. Thus, for

the examination of cathode surfaces, the temperature must be lowered so that

the thermionic electron emission is small compared to the secondary electron

emission caused by electron beam bombardment, because a large low-energy

electron spike that overlaps the secondary emission onset would be introduced

5P. A. Wolff, Phys. Rev. 95 (1), 55 (1964).
6H. J. Fitting et al., Surf. Sci. 75 (2), 267 (1978).
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by thermionic emission from a substrate. This signal can originate from any

location on the sample surface and hence contains no spatially resolved infor-

mation. Note, however, that Auger analyses are not affected because Auger

electrons are characteristically higher in energy (greater than 25 eV) com-

pared to thermionic electrons (less than 2 eV), and the Auger electrons can

easily be distinguished from a large thermionic background by the analyzer.

Consequently, for the examination of dispenser cathodes, in-situ Auger

analyses were performed at high temperatures, followed by rapid cooling to

freeze in the high-temperature surface elemental distribution, and work-

function analyses were then subsequently performed at the lower temperature.

Experience has revealed no change in the Auger spectrum upon cooling. There-

fore, the chemical composition of the surface should remain unchanged, indi-

cating that the * measurement at lower temperatures may not be a serious

limitation.

12



III. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

A Physical Electronics Industries Model 590 scanning Auger microprobe

(SAM) was used as the primary instrument. An electron beam of energy up to

approximately 8 keV, which can be rastered and focused to 0.2 um diameter, is

provided by the SAM. The system has an energy analysis capability of 0 to

2000 eV and a useful magnification range of 20 to 5000X. The focus point for

the analyzer is located so that electrons escaping at about 42 deg from the

incident beam path are directed toward the analyzer entrance. Because an

additional accelerating field is necessary for the observation of onset dif-

ferc ces, and because this field directionally narrows the emitted secondary

electron distribution, a special sample stage was constructed at 45 deg to

maximize the collection of secondary electrons. The sample is biased nega-

tively, the grid and analyzer being grounded. The grid-to-sample distance

used was typically 0.02 in., with 20 V of applied accelerating potential,

giving a field of -400 V/cm. A provision was also included to permit in-situ

heating of samples up to approximately 1200*C. The final sample configuration

used for the cathode studies is schematically represented in Fig. 2. The

electronic hardware used for the signal acquisition and processing to produce

the work-function maps is described in Reference 7.

7R. L. Corbin, Masters Thesis, California State University, Long Beach, Calif.
(to be published).
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. RESULTS USING ELEMENT SAMPLES

Elemental niobium, platinum, and tungsten were examined to ascertain if

their work-function differences could be measured by the onset of the second-

ary electron emission method. A sample consisting of 3-mil niobium wire cc-

wound with 1-mil platinum and 1-mil tungsten wires was cleaned in situ by a

combination of heating and argon ion sputtering. Auger analysis of the wires

indicated the presence of residual carbon, which is commonly observed on

sputter-cleaned surfaces in vacuo. Also revealed was a significant amount of

rhodium impurity in the platinum wire. The resultant onsets are presented in

Fig. 3. The vertical scale is logarithmic in collected electron intensity and

indicates an almost parallel shifted onset region for each of the three wires,

with niobium being the lowest and platinum-rhodium the highest on the scale.

The measured onset differences indicate that the platinum surface work func-

tion is contaminated by the relatively low work-function rhodium impurity, and

the set of curves compares favorably with the published 0 values, in eV, for

elemental polycrystalline samples
8

(Nb) = 4.0, *(w) = 4.54, O(Rh) - 4.75, O(Pt) = 5.3

A second sample was prepared with niobium and platinum materials placed

adjacent to each other to further test the mapping capability of this work-

function method. This sample, which was fabricated by spot welding flattened

niobium wire 'o a pure platinum foil, is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Auger

analysis after cleaning indicated again the presence of residual carbon and

some oxygen on the niobium surface but no trace of rhodium in the platinum.

The work-function maps contain large uniform 0 patches, as would be expected

from the flat sample geometry. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) reveal two 0 maps, one

8V. S. Fomenko, Emission Properties of Materials, JPRS-56579, National
Technical Information Service, Arlington, Virginia (1972).
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for the low work-function region (V - 20.87 *0.37, 20-V offsets, A+ - eAr),

which covers the entire niobium region, and one for the high work-function

region (V - 21.57 *0.22), which covers the entire platinum region. Individual

work-function maps taken at 0.2-eV intervals from #(minimum) to #(maximum) are

presented in Fig. 5. Each of these maps was taken with a voltage band of

*0.10 eV, so that the map labeled "#(min) + 0.4 eV" covers a band from

f (minimum) + 0. 30 eV to # (minimum) + 0.5 eV. These finer resolution 4 maps

can be used to obtain a surface work-function distribution n(+) that

represents the fraction of area within a given work-function range. This n(+)

is indicated in Fig. 6, normalized to account for the different relative

niobium and platinum surface areas.

The uniformity of the individual f maps over distances of approximately

100 Um and the two-dimensional spatial coherence that constitutes the #-map

image reveal the successful application of this * technique in a mapping mode.

B. RESULTS ON COMMERCIAL DISPENSER CATHODES

After * mapping was successfully demonstrated with the use of elemental
samples, the technique was applied to examine the surfaces of commercial dis-

penser cathodes. The emphasis was on the use of the combined spatially

resolved techniques of Auger analysis and work-function determination.

Figure 7(a) reveals the surface of a dispenser cathode during the activation

procedure, which involves heating and drawing current during the first I to

5 hr of cathode life. This procedure is standard practice when a cathode is

first used in a device. During this period, surface barium appears. The

Auger maps taken at approximately 800°C for barium and carbon are presented in

Fig. 7(b). The barium map is bright where there is significant barium present

and dark where there is less barium. The carbon map shown is a negative

image, brighter where there is a lack of carbon and darker where there is more

carbon. Three $ maps are shown in Fig. 7(c), one each for low, intermediate,

and high 4 values. Each of the lower work-function bands nests within the

next higher 4 map. Together, the maps reveal the entire low # region to be

18
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SCANNING AUGER
MICROGRAPHS

CAPABILITIES: FOR ELEMENTAL CONCENTRATIONS

SCANNING ELECTRON
MICROGRAPHS

FOR TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES

DISTRIBUTION
MAP

L~uhmnLIAL DISPENSER CATHODE ANTI-
(a) CARBON

DISTRIBUTION

2MAP

SPAIALLY RESOLVED
WORK FUNCTION MAPS (b)

FOR LOCAL ELECTRON EMISSIVITY

LOW INTERMEDI ATE (4IGHER-WORK FUNCTION

'Omin * 025eV) Om 1 +75 eV) 10min * 1 3 V)

(C)

Fig. 7. Example of Auger Elemental Distribution Taken on a
Commercial Dispenser Cathode Surface During Activation
Procedure ("800*C), Follnwpd by Work-Function Maps
(Room Temperature)
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located where there is a significant amount of barium present. However, the

lowest * map indicates that the lowest * area contains surface barium and
lacks carbon.

As heating of the cathode surface continued during this early cathode

life period (10 to 150 hr of heating at 1050*C), aggregates of approximately

0.3-um predominantly barium-oxide impregnant particles were found, often near

pores and grain boundaries. Auger analyses also indicated that much of the

exposed tungsten grains have an essentially uniform barium coverage. At these

elevated temperatures, most of the surface carbon seen at lower temperatures

has also been oxidized away. Figure 8 reveals these various cathode surface

structures, at high magnification, after approximately 150 hr of heating near

1050°C. Even on this small scale, significant spatial inhomogeneity is

evident. It also indicates that each of the three regions - impregnant filled

pore ends, surface impregnant particles, and barium-oxygen covered tungsten -

has a progressively higher work-function value.

C. COMPARISON OF SECONDARY ELECTRON ONSET TECHNIQUE

WITH A RETARDING-BEAM METHOD

A direct comparison of the secondary electron onset technique with the

retarding-beam method of Haas and Thomas4 was attempted. The retarding-beam

method is also a spatially resolved technique but one in which an incident

electron beam is reflected by a large applied decelerating field. Both the

onset technique and the retarding-beam method rely on the fact that an inhomo-

geneous work-function surface will result in potential differences between

given sample microregions and a grid held at a fixed potential.

The favored geometry for the onset technique is to have the sample nor-

mally inclined approximately at e - 45 deg from the beam direction to aim

emitted secondary electrons toward the SAM cylindrical analyzer. But in order

to be able to address the same spatial point by both methods, a e - 0 deg

geometry must be used. However, it was found that in this geometry, many of

the collected secondary electrons had been scattered at large angles from the

direction of the surface normal. These secondaries have a greater chance of

interacting with the grounded grid, releasing additional secondary electrons,

22
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which raises the background level significantly. Whereas a signal-to-

background ratio exceeding 100 is obtained in the e - 45 deg configuration

(see Fig. 3), it was reduced to as low as 2 for the - 0 deg configuration.

The apparent onset of secondary electron emission, under these conditions, can

be far removed from the low-signal level required for a proper onset threshold

measurement. A quantitative comparison of the two methods within our * measure-
ment system was thus precluded by incompatible geometrical requirements.

D. ACCURACY OF WORK-FUNCTION DETERMINATION

There are four potential sources of error in using the onset technique

for the determination of work-function differences. They are: (I) beam

induced charging of the sample, (2) errors introduced by patch fields and

externally applied fields, (3) signal background overlapping the onset signal,

and (4) finite resolution of the energy analyzer.

Charging on a dispenser cathode sample can possibly occur in regions of

thick impregnant at low temperatures. However, sample charging characteris-

tically manifests itself as random time-dependent energy shifting of the

measured spectrum, and we have not seen indications of this in our samples.

Conceivably, though, a resistive surface layer with negligible capacitance

could introduce a stable shift in the secondary emission onset, skewing the

work-function measurement. We have not yet investigated this possibility on

dispenser cathode surfaces.

For samples where charging and resistive effects can be neglected, patch

fields and externally applied electric fields can change the net potential

barrier seen by an emitted electron, for both thermionic and secondary

electrons. Any electron-beam technique actually monitors this net barrier

height, thus giving rise to an inherent error Aw in the work function

determination. An estimate for this error may be obtained by using:
9

9G. A. Haas and R. E. Thomas, "Thermionic Emission and Work Function, in
Techniques of Metals Research, Vol. 6, Part 1, E. Passaglia, ed.,
Interscience, New York (1972).
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eV(x) -( - ) [I - x(x2 + 0.25D2 ) -1/2 x o[X/(X + x) eEox

2
xo= e /41ro A )

in which the potential V(x) is described at a distance x above the center of a

circular patch of diameter D in the presence of an applied field E0. The true

patch work function is *o0 and the patch is surrounded by an area whose

average work function is *; accelerating field conditions (E ) 0) are

assumed. The maximum of this function determines x , an effective barrier

width, and eV(x*), an effective barrier height, from which Aw can be

estimated:

Aw= ( - o){x*/[(x*)2 + 0.25D 211/2} - *o[xo/(x * + x) 1 - eEox

This Aw represents the minimum error associated with the work-function

measurement, because it is determined from immediately above the patch

center. Contributions from off-center points may produce a larger error.

For Aw positive, the measured apparent work function is higher than the true

value; for Aw negative, it is lower than true value. The measured work-

function value for the patch 0(meas), is the sum of ; and eV(x). Figure

9(a) reveals the error in 0(meas) Aw, plotted against patch size D, for

patches that differ +1.00 eV from the average value i, using E = 400

V/cm. Using families of curves similar to Fig. 9 (a), the regions of accep-

table patch size D versus measured work-function difference AO E --

(meas) can be constructed. This is shown in Fig. 9(b), which is di',ided into

two regions: region I, the area above the plotted curve, in which the error in

work-function determination Aw is less than +0.05 eV; and region II, the re-

maining area, in which Aw is greater than +0.05 eV. This plot can be used to

determine the accuracy of the work-function measurement. For example, patches

4.0 Om or larger can differ from 0.0 to 1.0 eV below the surface average

and still be within the 0.05-eV error bounds. But patches of 1.0 Pm are

permitted only to differ from 0.0 to 0.3 eV below the surface average value,

before the 0.05-eV error point is reached.

25
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Signal background presents an error, because the background can obscure

the true onset region in the collected N(E) signal versus energy spectrum. More

accurate AO values may be derived from this onset technique by extra-

polating to zero-signal level, instead of using an arbitrarily set low-level

threshold. This is essentially a background subtraction procedure that can

correct for the sloping rise in the collected signal intensity (see Fig. 3),

and it is about a 0.03-eV correction.

Finally, the cylindrical energy analyzer has a finite resolution, AE/E

-0.3%, which introduces a systematic convolution into the measured signal.

For an offset voltage of -20 V, this gives a AE -0.06 eV, but its main

effect should be to give a sloping rise output if given a step jump in actual

signal. Much of this effect is subtracted away in a work-function difference

measurement.

27



V. CONCLUSIONS

The capability for performing high-resolution, spatially resolved work-

function measurements has been demonstrated using the variation in secondary

electron emission onsets. It has been successfully implemented in a scanning

mode and integrated into a scanning auger microprobe (SMI) facility. The

combined system permits both work-function maps and a correlation of emissive

properties and chemical composition within any given surface microregion. It

has a spatial resolution determined primarily by beam diameter, and a work-

function resolution of better than 0.05 eV, limited primarily by a trade-off

of patch-size and work-function deviation from the surrounding. As part of a

combined SAM spatially resolved work-function system, it easily provides

concurrent Auger and 0 mapping of surface features of size -4.0 Um or larger.

Because this 0 measurement method relies on the onset of the secondary

electron spectrum, it is, in general, compatible with electron microprobe

systems, and the resultant A0 measurements are in good agreement with

literature values.
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LADORATOET OPRATIONS

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation is conducting

experimental and theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and
application of scientific advances to nowe military concepts and system. Ver

satIlity ad flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laborato-
ry personnel In dealing with the many problem encountered In the Nation's

rapidly developing space system. Expertise In the latest scientific develop-
meats is vital to the accost" isheent of teasks related to these problem. The

laboratories that contribute to this research are:

Aaeofsc 'Iaboratory: Aerodyamtcs; fluid dyniamics; plamndynsies;
chomca kintics; engineering mechanics; flight dynamics; heat transfer;
high-power gas lasers, continuous anid pulsed. Ilk, visible, IJY; laser physics;
laser resonator optics; laser effects and counterwasures.

Chawemisr adhsics Lboratory: Atmospheric reactions avid optical beck-
grounds; rdatv trnsek avd tospheric tranemission; thermal and state-
specific reaction rates In rocket plaes,; chemical thermodynamics avid propel-
sion chemistry; laser Isotope separation; chemistry and physics of particles;
space envirommntal and contamination effects on spacecraft asterials; lubrics-
tin; surface chemistry of Insulators and conductors; cathode mterials; sen-
sor naterlals and sensor optics; applied laser spectroscopy; atomic frequency
standards; pollution and toxic noterials monitoring.

glectrnaics Research Laboratory: Itectroemgnetic theory and propagation
phenmna; microwavs and saicoidector devices and Integrated circuits; quan-
tum electronics, lasers, and electro-optica; commnication sciences, &polied
electronics, superconducting and electronic device physical millmte-iv
anid far-infrared technology.

material. Sciences aoaoy Davelopment of vmn aterials; composite
mterials; graphite an =esac;po]lymreri neterals; weapons effects anid
hardened materials; intendas for electronic devices; dimensonally stable
intendas; chemical and structural analyses; stres corrosion; fatigue of
mtal.

SWac Scencl Laboratory: Atmospheric snd Ionoepheric physics, radia-
tnfrmthe .phere, density and compositiom of the atompbere, aurorae

and airalow;, megnetosphenic physics, cosmic rays. generation end propagation
of plasom weves In the magnetosphere; solar physics, x-ray atroom; the effects
of =uclear explosions, ampgetic storm, sad solar ectivity on the earth's
atmosphere, ionosphere, and megnetospbere; the effects of optical. electrossg-
metic, avid particulate radiatios in opspaon space system.


